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Note:  Do not attempt these exercises unless you have no issue  

with the Quick Check or the Indicators of concern columns.   

              

 

Dynamic Balance- Total Check   (8 planes of motion) 

 

Unilateral hopping- Quick Check 
Check 

1st   

                                                                                

1st You should strive for both sides to be the 
same with no more than a 2 dot discrepancy.  
Strive to be the same on both sides using the 
recommended conditioning exercises that 
target the area of concern. Problem persists? 
Check with a AT or PT.  
2nd Chronic pain should always be checked out 
by an AT or PT otherwise practice until 
conditioning strengthens the weaker side.                                            
3rd After the jump you should land without your 
knee wobbling from side to side. If it does, first 
attempt conditioning exercise. Problem 
persists? You should talk to an AT or PT. 

Unilateral hopping- Total Check 

 

 

Indicators of concern 

 

 

Are there problems that you wish to talk to 
the Coach about? If so write them here. 

 

  

  

1st Single Hop for Distance 
Test     

 

2nd Triple Hop for Distance 

Test 

 

2nd Hop for Distance Test 

 

2nd Hop for Distance Test 

 

3rd Crossover Hop Test                                                                                                      4th Timed Single Leg  Hop  

    Single hop for distance      

A Side A Side 

A Side A Side 

 

B Side 

B Side B Side B Side 

Dynamic Balance- Quick Check    (3 planes of motion) 

1st   

B Side 

 

A Side 

1st (locate direction) circle A side or B side.                                         

2nd (locate area) Number the red dot toe 
side on ladder after the jump. 

3rd (locate touchdown) Circle the end of 
the hash mark representing the toe 
after touchdown. If it falls between 
hash dots, draw a line from center 
yellow line to end with the others 
&then draw circle. 

4th You are now ready to go to the right 
side, using the same instructions. 

 

 Note:  Always begin with the dominant side first.          

5th- You Should have an 
assistant to help you 
capture and record the 
touchdown points 

 

 

  

 

 

1st  (Identify lines) The green dot in 

the center (a) Marks the point of 

intersect for 3 yellow lines.      

(b) Diagonal lines- Heal side. Line 

straight forward- toes side.          

2nd  (Mounting) Place the big toes 

against yellow line & center toe 

& heel equally within the Circles. 

3rd (Launch-Touchdown-Recoil) 

4th Record Touchdown point) Circle 

on end of correct hash mark. 

You will need an assistant. 

 

If it’s between 2 hash marks make 

a line starting from center yellow 

line on the tested side and circle. 

Do the same with both sides.      

5TH  (Do the same on both sides) 

1st- (Instructions) Starting principles 

are the same as the other side. 

The only difference is you will 

lounge on every line beginning 

your rotation away from the 

tested side. 

2nd- (How to mark black lines) After 

touchdown & recoil, your assistant 

should create an line that starts 

from middle and extends outward 

(same side as lounge foot near the 

touchdown point) 

How to use the Deficit Check List                                                    
(Always start with left foot) 

 

Note: Do not attempt these exercises unless you have had no problems 

with the Quick check or no issues with the Indicators of concern. 

3rd- (Completing the course) 

Work your way around to all 8 

lines and all 8 planes of motion. 

  

 


